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Abstract
Sudden cover-collapse sinkhole (doline) development is uncommon in the karstic Cretaceous-age Edwards limestone of central Texas. This paper presents a case-study of a sinkhole that formed within a stormwater retention pond (SWRP) in southwest Austin. Results presented include hydrogeologic characterizations, fate of stormwater, and mitigation of the sinkhole.

On January 24, 2012, a 11 cm (4.5 in) rainfall filled the SWRP with about 3 m (10 ft) of stormwater. Subsequently, a sinkhole formed within the floor of a SWRP measuring about 9 m (30 ft) in diameter and 4 m (12 ft) deep. About 26.5 million liters (7 million gallons) of stormwater drained into the aquifer through this opening.

To determine the path, velocity, and destination of stormwater entering the sinkhole a dye trace was conducted. Phloxine B was injected into the sinkhole on February 3, 2012. The dye was detected at one well and arrived at Barton Springs in less than 4 days for a minimum velocity of 2 km/day (1.3 mi/day).

Mitigation of the sinkhole included backfill ranging from boulders to gravel, a geomembrane cover, and reinforced concrete cap. Additional improvements to the SWRP included a new compacted clay liner overlain by a geomembrane liner on the side slopes of the retention pond.

Introduction
Karst is a terrain with distinctive hydrology resulting from the combination of high rock solubility and well-developed solution channel porosity underground (Ford, 2004). Karst terrains and aquifers are characterized by sinking streams, sinkholes, caves, springs, and an integrated system of pipe-like conduits that rapidly transport groundwater from recharge features to springs (White, 1988; Todd and Mays, 2005). Sinkholes (also known as dolines) have long been characteristic of many karstic terrains in many areas of the world (White, 1988; Gunn, 2004). Caves and sinkholes are a very characteristic and common occurrence in the Cretaceous-age limestones of Texas in the Edwards Plateau and Balcones Fault Zone (Kastning, 1987). The purpose of
this paper is to document the development and mitigation of a cover-collapse sinkhole in the Edwards Group limestones. This sinkhole occurred in the Arbor Trails retail development stormwater pond and is referred to as the Arbor Trails Sinkhole (ATS). This case study will lead to insights into how to avoid activating or inducing sinkhole collapse in the future.

Sinkholes
A broad discussion of sinkholes is beyond the scope of this study, but some introduction to cover-collapse sinkholes is helpful. Sinkholes can be generally defined as “a natural enclosed depression found in karst landscapes” (Williams, 2004). The mechanisms of sinkhole development are often multi-faceted and include dissolution, collapse, suffusion (winnowing or down-washing), and regional subsidence. These mechanisms produce sinkholes described broadly as either a solution sinkhole, or a collapse sinkhole.

A typical limestone sinkhole develops as a depression formed by the slow process of dissolution forming a broad bowl with a gentle slope. Solution sinkholes usually have soil cover and eventually the floor will collapse rapidly due to gravitational forces following continued dissolution, down-washing of soils, and upward stoping of the cavern (void) ceiling. Sudden collapse, due to mechanically weakened unconsolidated (usually clay-rich) sediments, can then down-wash through solution pipes in the bedrock. These cover-collapse sinkholes produce steep-sided slopes and are cylindrical in geometry (Williams, 2004). Granular sediments have a different morphology and can form more slowly (Denton, 2013, written communication). Cover-collapse sinkholes generally refer to soil cover, and not collapse of mappable geologic units (Veni, 2012, written communication). Cover-collapse sinkholes are also called dropout dolines, or simply collapse dolines (Williams, 2004; White, 1988).

Development of sinkholes is related to the ability of water to flow through karst rocks and discharge to springs (Williams, 2004). Recharge water dissolves the rock over geologic time, which allows more water to flow, and therefore is a self-reinforcing mechanism speeding up the process. Significant dissolution is thought by some to occur within 9m (30 ft) of the surface, leaving behind a highly corroded and permeable zone termed epikarst (Williams, 2004).

The collapse of sinkholes is clearly a natural phenomenon. However, Beck and Sinclair (1986) describe how humans can accelerate the process and “activate” or “induce” a collapse sinkhole. This occurs by increasing the infiltration of water, which speeds up the piping of unconsolidated materials, creating a large void and caves in the soil or regolith, resulting in collapse.

Sinkhole development in the karstic areas of Texas is a common occurrence and is documented in Kastning (1987), but cover-collapse sinkholes are uncommon. Many studies of the eastern United States document cover-collapse sinkholes leading to structural or other environmental problems (Newton and Tanner, 1987). However, the authors are not aware of any sudden cover-collapse of sinkholes resulting in significant structural damage in the karstic Edwards, although examples may exist in areas with thick soils. Instead, the Edwards has many relatively stable sinkholes that do not cause major structural problems due to collapse. These stable collapse sinkholes are more accurately described as cave-collapse, or bedrock-collapse, sinkholes related to the intersection of older phreatically-formed caves with the land surface due to erosion of the overlying strata. Other stable sinkholes are formed by more recent vadose dissolution (often with a combination of collapse) and are directly linked to the current surface hydrology.

The absence of sudden cover-collapse sinkholes in the Edwards Group is due primarily to the lack of thick soil cover throughout central Texas as the karst bedrock is often exposed directly at the surface. Other factors include the semi-arid climate and the deep water table conditions.

Setting
The Edwards Aquifer system lies within the Miocene-age Balcones Fault Zone (BFZ) of south-central Texas and consists of an area of about 10,800 km² (4,200 mi²). Groundwater from the Edwards Aquifer is the primary source of water for about two million people, plus numerous industrial, commercial, and irrigation users. The Edwards Aquifer system also supports 11 threatened or endangered species, aquatic habitats in rivers of the Gulf Coastal Plain, and coastal bays and estuaries. Hydrologic divides separate the Edwards Aquifer into three segments. North of the Colorado River is the Northern segment, and south of the southern hydrologic divide near the City of Kyle is the San Antonio segment (Figure 1). The Barton Springs segment is located between
these two larger segments. The Shops at Arbor Trails is the development where the subject sinkhole developed, and is located within the recharge zone of the Barton Springs segment of the Edwards Aquifer (Figure 1).

Development of the Edwards Aquifer was influenced significantly by fracturing and faulting associated with Miocene-age tectonic activity and subsequent dissolution of limestone and dolomite units by infiltrating meteoric water (Sharp, 1990; Barker et al., 1994; Hovorka et al., 1995; Hovorka et al., 1998; Small et al., 1996). Development of the aquifer is also thought to have been influenced by deep dissolution processes along the saline-fresh water interface, what is known as hypogene speleogenesis (Klimchouk, 2007; Schindel et al., 2008).

The majority of recharge to the aquifer is derived from major stream channels originating on the contributing zone, located upgradient and primarily west of the recharge zone. Water flowing onto the recharge zone sinks into numerous caves, sinkholes, and fractures along numerous (ephemeral to intermittent) losing streams. For the Barton Springs segment, Slade et al. (1986) estimated that as much as 85% of recharge to the aquifer is from water flowing in these streams. The remaining recharge (15%) occurs as infiltration through soils or direct flow into recharge features in the upland areas of the recharge zone (Slade et al., 1986). More recent water balance estimates of the Barton Springs segment suggest that more water could be recharged in the upland or intervening areas (Hauwert, 2009; Hauwert, 2011; Hauwert, 2012).

The Edwards Aquifer is inherently heterogeneous and anisotropic, characteristics that strongly influence groundwater flow and storage (Slade et al., 1985; Maclay and Small, 1986; Hovorka et al., 1996 and 1998; Hunt et al., 2005). The Edwards Aquifer can be described as a triple porosity and permeability system consisting of matrix, fracture, and conduit porosity (Hovorka et al., 1995; Halihan et al., 2000; Lindgren et al., 2004) reflecting an interaction between rock properties, structural history, and hydrologic evolution (Lindgren et al., 2004). In the Barton Springs segment groundwater generally flows from west to east across the recharge zone, converging with preferential groundwater flow paths subparallel to major faulting, and then flowing north toward Barton Springs.

Numerous tracer tests have been performed on portions of the Edwards Aquifer demonstrating that rapid groundwater flow occurs in an integrated network of conduits discharging at wells and springs (BSEACD, 2003; Hauwert et al., 2004; Johnson et al., 2012). In the Barton Springs segment these flow paths are parallel to the N40E (dominant) and N45W (secondary) fault and fracture trends presented on geologic maps, indicating the structural influence on groundwater flow. Rates of groundwater flow along preferential flow paths, determined from dye tracing, can be as fast as 11.3 km/day (7 mi/day) under high-flow conditions or about 1.6 km/day (1 mi/day) under low-flow conditions (Hauwert et al., 2002).

**Arbor Trails Pre-Development Site Characterization and Planning**

The 0.3 km² (72-acre) property was developed in accordance with City of Austin’s Land Development Code and the State of Texas requirements (Chapter 213 Edwards Rules). These requirements include geologic and environmental assessments, and reduction of pollution in stormwater leaving the site. The City of Austin has the most stringent requirements (so called “SOS Ordinance”) that limit impervious cover and set nondegradation standards for the treatment of stormwater.
on the Edwards Aquifer recharge zone. To achieve this standard, a variety of water quality measures, including construction of Storm Water Retention Ponds (SWRP) are required for development sites. Within the Edwards Aquifer recharge zone SWRPs are a type of permanent water-quality control designed to capture stormwater runoff and sediment so that sediments and other contaminants are not carried further downstream or into the Edwards Aquifer. The failure of a SWRP permits sediment and contaminated stormwater to leave a site and likely enter the aquifer.

Both the State and the City permitting processes stipulate that a karst survey be completed to identify and evaluate all karst recharge features. In addition to the State permitting, the City requires an environmental assessment that identifies any critical environmental features such as karst recharge features, springs, and wetlands. From 1994 to 2006, several development permit applications were submitted for the study property resulting in numerous environmental and geologic assessments. Beside the completion of an site-specific environmental and geologic assessments provided in 1994 and 2004, respectively, at least two phase one environmental assessments were prepared to address hazardous material and general environmental concerns (Kleinfelder, 2005).

In 2004 a karst survey and geologic assessment was completed by HBC/Terracon (2004). The geologic assessment identified three small and minor solution and depression features (S1-S3) in the northeast portion of the property and also identified one mapped fault zone on the property (Figure 2). The fault zone and the geologic units are consistent with the geologic map of Small et al., 1996. The

![Figure 2](image-url)
SWRP is to capture storm runoff from impervious areas (buildings and parking lots) and then irrigate vegetative areas with the stormwater throughout the property. The SWRP consists of two water quality controls; a geomembrane-lined wet pond inset within a compacted clay-lined retention pond. The wet pond has a forebay and main permanent pool area that are separated by a berm. The wet pond was constructed for aesthetics within the retention basin. The retention pond has its capture volume above permanent pool elevation for the wet pond. The capture volume for the retention pond extends up 1.8 m (6 ft) onto the slope areas of the basin. The retention pond is the actual permitted water-quality control structure for the surrounding shopping center. During a rain event stormwater captured by the retention basin is held and then irrigated on vegetated areas throughout the property within 72-hours.

Hydrologic Conditions and Sinkhole Collapse
Prior to collapse of the ATS, central Texas had been experiencing a severe drought. Beginning in late January, rainfall and subsequent recharge brought the aquifer out of drought conditions.

On January 24, 2012, an 11 cm (4.5 in) rainfall event occurred in the area of the Arbor Trails development filling the SWRP with about 3 m (10 ft) of water (Figure 4). On January 25, 2012, maintenance crews noticed the pond was draining, and that a sinkhole had developed (Figure 5). The size of the sinkhole was about 9 m (30 ft) in diameter and 4 m (12 ft) deep. About 26.5 million liters (7 million gallons) of storm water drained into the aquifer through this opening.

A significant increase in turbidity at Barton Springs is associated with the late January (and March) rainfall. These types of increases are relatively common in this karst system. Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer Conservation District (District) staff observed the runoff and recharge into swallets (Brodie Cave) within nearby tributaries of Slaughter Creek from the same rainfall event that created the ATS. It was noted that the stormwater entering those features was very turbid. Accordingly, the jump in turbidity cannot be attributed to the failure of the SWRP.

Sinkhole Characterization Studies
Following the collapse, the sinkhole was further characterized by excavation, surface geophysics, and
**Figure 3.** Detailed site map with key elements of the stormwater retention pond (SWRP), sinkhole location, and 2012 geophysical lines and boreholes.

**Figure 4.** Photograph of sinkhole, all photos facing north. A) photo taken the day the sinkhole was observed (credit Heather Beatty, TCEQ). B) Photo taken two days after collapse and prior to excavation. Note the limestone beds are dipping to the west.
borehole (core) drilling by ACI Consulting (Austin, Texas). Prior to those studies the District and City of Austin (CoA) conducted the dye tracing studies. The ATS was excavated to a total depth of 6.4 m (21 ft) (Figure 6). Most of the excavated geologic material in the sinkhole consisted of friable, highly altered (weathered), clayey limestone fragments consistent with terra rosa and regolith filling the epikarst zone. Very little competent bedrock was encountered in the excavations. Solution fractures striking to the north, and west- dipping limestone beds in the sinkhole and in the northern retaining wall, were observed (Figure 5). Geotechnical and geologic information of the bedrock adjacent and within the ATS reveal highly fractured and steeply dipping bedrock suggesting the ATS developed proximal to a fault zone.

**Geophysics**

The nature of collapse suggested the possible existence of a significant subsurface void allowing the structurally unstable material to further collapse into a void of unknown dimensions. To assess the void and assure structural stability for equipment and workers safety, a mechanism for subsurface evaluation was needed. Based on an initial review of the collapse, ACI proposed a geophysical approach. ACI uses geophysics on numerous karst features and the findings are validated by geotechnical borings and subsequent construction activities. In conjunction with the client and the regulatory authorities, a geophysical electrical resistivity array was designed in conjunction with Round Rock Geophysics Inc. (Round Rock, Texas) to evaluate the shallow surface for anomalies and take a deeper look at the subsurface.
Six arrays (4 E-W, 2 N-S) were conducted to evaluate conditions near the void and assess the surrounding area. The second bay (permanent pool) of the pond was not accessible as it was being used as a backup water quality control for development. For the array, metal spikes were driven into the ground to a depth of 20 cm (8 in) at a separation distance that is predetermined based on desired resolution and survey depth. As this investigation was designed to evaluate the subsurface for the collapse geometry and to assure worker safety, a moderate spacing was chosen. Probe spacing on lines 1 and 2 was 1.5 m (5 ft), which allowed for moderate penetration depth (18 m, 60 ft) and a resolution on the order of one meter (3 ft). Other survey lines had spacing on the order of 2.1 m (7 ft), reducing resolution, but increasing the depth to over 24 m (80 ft). Each probe is connected to an electrical control, data recorder, and a 12-volt battery. Each probe alternated acting as an electrical source and receiver. The electrical pulses were recorded and the electrical energy loss recorded and the results are illustrated in Figure 7.

**Figure 7.** Resistivity profile from lines 1 and 2 (shown on Figure 3). The sinkhole was located between these two lines. Note the interpretation of water infiltration. This is based upon the resistivity data and the voids observed in the compacted clay material of the retention pond.
Since “resistivity” is a relative measure, two geotechnical borings (B-1 and B-2) were drilled adjacent to the sinkhole to physically evaluate the subsurface and calibrate the geophysical model. Based on the borings, warmer (red) colors representing higher resistivity were determined to be relatively competent (crystalline) limestone. Cooler blue colors representing lower resistivity (high conductivity) were determined from Boring 1 to be wet to saturated clay-filled fractured rock. Boring 2 had poor recovery also suggesting highly fractured rock.

**Activation of Collapse**
Small voids observed in the compacted clay liner of the retention pond adjacent to the sinkhole, and in the western side of the SWRP, suggest the most likely pathway for water was around the geomembrane liner. These field observations along with the geophysics and other data suggest that water from the SWRP was bypassing the impermeable synthetic liner and infiltrating through the compacted clay liner (Figure 7). The infiltrating water is thought to have flowed within the observed wet and saturated clay-filled rock below the voids in the clay liner. Other interpretations of pathways beneath the liner are possible. Ultimately the infiltrating water carried the finer interstitial clays and sediment into underlying voids. The down-washing created shallower voids and along with a significant hydrostatic load of the ponded stormwater, resulted in a collapse of the relatively weak cover material and development of the sinkhole.

**Sinkhole Recharge and Groundwater Flow**
Dye-trace studies are an effective means to determine the path, velocity, and destination of groundwater in a karst setting. A dye trace was performed to better understand flow in the area and test which groundwater basin and, therefore springshed, the ATS was developed within. The results will help scientists understand the fate of the stormwater in the ATS, and also how future contaminant spills along MoPac, a major highway adjacent to the study site, will move.

A dye-trace study was conducted in the ATS by the District and the CoA. District staff injected 7.4 kg (16.3 lbs) of Phloxine B dye into the sinkhole on February 3, 2012 (Figure 8). The dye was detected at one well and Barton Springs with a minimum velocity of 2.1 km/day (1.3 mi/day). Results of the trace confirms that the ATS is within the Sunset Valley groundwater basin as previously defined by Hauwert et al. (2004) (Figure 9). Similar to so many karstic features in the area, the results indicate that the sinkhole is well-integrated into the karstic conduit system of the aquifer.

**Sinkhole Mitigation and SWRP Improvements**
An engineered closure design by Bury + Partners (Austin, Texas) was reviewed and approved by the City and State to mitigate the sinkhole. The plan consisted of graded fill interlayered with filter fabric (Figure 10). Large rock (> 15 cm, >6 inch) filled the base and was overlain by7-12 cm (3-5 in) gravel, then overlain by 3-8 cm (1-3 in) gravel, and capped with 3 cm (1 in) gravel. A vapor barrier lined the top of the gravel and a reinforced concrete slab was poured on the top and anchored into the splitter box. A compacted clay liner was installed over the concrete followed by a geomembrane liner, both of which covered the entire SWRP (Figure 11).

In addition to the closure of the sink, the owners of the site made significant improvements to the entire SWRP.
Figure 9. Map of results from the Arbor Trails dye trace. Pink circles indicate positive detections (very high confidence, both labs) of Phloxine B. White circles are wells with tentative detections (single detections from EAA lab), and solid black circles are locations with non-detects (both labs). Dashed pink line represents estimated flow route and is coincident with the “Sunset Valley Flow Route” defined by Hauwert et al., 2004. Small gray circles are existing water-supply wells. Light gray potentiometric lines are from February 2002 high flow conditions (10-ft contour intervals). Groundwater basins are defined in Hauwert et al., 2004.

to prevent future leakage and sinkhole development (Figure 11). Existing geomembrane liner was replaced and extended 30 cm (1 ft) above the maximum water level of the retention pond (previously the liner only existed for the wet pond). The subgrade underneath the geomembrane liner within the retention pond was replaced with new high quality compacted clay liner and 0.3 m (1 ft) protective soil and grass cover installed over geomembrane line. All masonry walls in the SWRP were grouted and sealed to prevent leakage.

Discussion

Figure 12 illustrates a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the cover-collapse sinkhole at the AST. A broad shallow depression is indicative of a solution sinkhole (Figures 2 and 12A). Evidence of a fault zone include fractures and dipping beds at the site (Figures 4 and 5). Geotechnical borings revealed highly fractured and altered epikarst rock within the SWRP. The SWRP removed about 6 m (20 ft) thick horizon of terra rosa-filled epikarst that likely acted as a mantle of poorly consolidated material.
covered sinkhole. In addition, geotechnical studies occur without the input from geologists surveying for karst features. Finally, geologists are not required to inspect the SWRP excavation during its construction. Despite these problems inherent in the development process, the studies and site remediation were a model of communication, transparency, and cooperation among the various regulators, scientists, engineers, and owners. All of these parties have a goal to understand the problem and provide the best solution.

Conclusions
This case study documents that cover-collapse sinkholes can develop in the central Texas Cretaceous karst system. In this case the cover is a thick horizon of terra rosa infilling of a shallow epikarst zone. In addition, this

Figure 10. Photographs during sinkhole mitigation. A) Boulders and coarse fill and filter fabric; 5/2/12, B) graded cobble to gravel fill; 5/7/12, C) Gravel-filled sinkhole and filter fabric; 5/9/12, D) Reinforced concrete cap and blue vapor barrier; 5/10/12.

Figure 11. A) Looking east from the splitter box showing new compacted clay liner overlain by new geomembrane. B) Looking south at the stone splitter box and the finished SWRP after significant rainfall event. New soil and vegetation cover in place over geomembrane in SWRP; 7/11/12. Note the sinkhole was located in front of the splitter box.
this study confirms how human activities, superimposed upon natural karst features, can activate a sinkhole collapse. Dye tracing revealed how well-connected these features can be with the aquifer system. However, these types of occurrences can be avoided if geologists and engineers are aware of the potential risks associated with SWRPs initiating sinkhole collapse. To reduce the risk of future SWRP failures, studies should be performed beyond current standards for areas impounding water, such as an SWRP. Additional studies could include detailed mapping, topographic surveys, traditional karst surveys, geophysics, and additional geotechnical borings (extending below the final grade) focused around a potential location of an SWRP. Excavations should be inspected periodically by geoscientists and engineers during construction looking for features that could contribute to sinkhole initiation.

**Figure 12.** Conceptual hydrogeologic model of sinkhole in four stages: A) Pre-SWRP development, B) SWRP and sinkhole activation, C) cover-collapse, and D) mitigation.
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